Purpose: We introduce a method for determining the impulse response function (IRF) of the ERG derived from responses to temporal white noise (TWN) stimuli.
Introduction
Until now, the ERG has been measured mainly to flashed stimuli as an approximation of a delta function with a theoretically infinitesimal short time and infinite high energy over time of unity. It therefore approximates the impulse response function (IRF). 1, 2 The ERG waveform predominantly represents outer retina photoreceptor and bipolar cell function, as evidenced from studies on non-human primates under conditions that pharmacologically isolate the inner and outer retina. 3, 4 Additional waveform components such as oscillatory potentials are thought to reflect amacrine and bipolar cells, 5 and the photopic negative response (PhNR) reflects the spiking activity of retinal ganglion cells. 6, 7 An alternate way to determine the IRF of a linear system is to measure the response to sinusoidal stimuli at different temporal frequencies and calculate the inverse Fourier transform of this temporal modulation transfer function. [8] [9] [10] [11] That these two approaches return different IRFs indicates that the retinal responses are nonlinear, at least with the high-energy stimuli used with the flash ERG. [8] [9] [10] [11] A further method to determine IRFs is to use temporal white noise (TWN) analysis 12 as applied in single cell recordings of spiking activity from retinal ganglion cells. 13 The applicability of white noise analysis in electroretinography has to our knowledge, not been pursued extensively. 14 In the present study, the IRF is obtained by cross-correlating a temporal white noise stimulus (containing all temporal frequencies with equal amplitudes) and the resultant white noise ERG (wnERG) response. Cross-correlation analysis is successfully applied in multifocal ERG (mfERG) recordings 15 to extract responses to flashed stimuli originating in different retinal areas. Since the m-sequence stimulation consists of quasi-random binary stimuli, the resulting mfERG can be considered an array of small flash ERGs. 16 Because the luminance distribution of the TWN stimulus is Gaussian and not binary, the resultant IRF may differ from the flash ERG.
There are fundamental differences between a stimulus flash and temporal white noise that have implications for the resultant ERG response and IRF. First, with flashes, a change in stimulus frequency (when multiple flashes are used) and/or flash strength incurs a change in mean luminance and thus in the level of retinal adaptation. This is not trivial, particularly when the responses are measured after dark adaptation, either necessitating large postflash times for recovery or influencing the measured response if the recovery time is too short. On the other hand, the TWN stimulus can be performed as a modulation around a mean adaptation level, thereby disentangling frequency, contrast, and mean luminance. It cannot, however, be used in the completely dark-adapted retina because the mean adaptation level is a necessary condition. Second, the energy in flash stimuli is strongly compressed in a short time of presentation, and when presented to the dark-adapted eye, it presents an extreme condition, outside the normal operational range in which the retina functions during typical environmental exposures (even if the stimulus is, of course, not hazardous for the healthy retina). The TWN stimulus spreads the energy over time, and the retina gives a response that more closely reflects environmental conditions than the response to one bright flash stimulus. Third, in flash ERGs the response is present within approximately the first 200 ms post stimulus. The remaining time of the interstimulus interval is therefore of no value for the analysis, although the interstimulus interval must be sufficiently long in order to maintain the state of adaptation. In the TWN paradigm, the whole recording period is used in the analysis, thereby increasing the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the recordings. Taken together, the TWN paradigm may present an alternative assay of the integrity of the retina that considers its functional mode of operation during normal environmental light exposure and with a favorable SNR.
The present study provided a preliminary characterization of the electroretinographic IRF in response to a TWN input signal. The first goal was to measure IRFs by independently changing contrast and mean luminance using a TWN analysis. The second goal was to compare the IRFs obtained with TWN and the flash ERG obtained with different spatial and temporal properties. We hypothesized that the TWN and flash IRF would show commonalities in their implicit times and amplitudes of certain waveform components but also that the comparison between the two methods would reveal nonlinear response components in the flash ERG. The third goal was to study the signal distribution of the wnERG; the ERGs elicited by a TWN stimulus were expected to be stochastic, with a distribution that may deviate from Gaussian, which would be informative about the retinal mechanisms involved in the generation of an ERG signal.
Methods Ethical Approval
The Human Research Ethics Committees at Queensland University of Technology, the University Hospital Erlangen, and the University of Bradford approved all experimental procedures. Participants provided informed consent, and experiments were conducted in accordance with the Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association (Declaration of Helsinki).
Participants
A total of 13 participants were recruited. The experiments were performed at three different laboratories: (1) At the Institute of Health and Biomedical Innovation, Queensland University of Technology (QUT), Australia; (2) at the School of Optometry and Vision Sciences, University of Bradford, UK; (3) at the Department of Ophthalmology, University Hospital Erlangen, Erlangen, Germany.
All 13 participants underwent a complete ophthalmic examination and had no color vision abnormalities or retinal or systemic disease known to affect the ERG. Of these, five observers were tested using the 39.38 diameter Maxwellian view TWN stimuli in Brisbane (age: 26-39 years; three males, two females); three observers were tested with the full-field (Ganzfeld) TWN stimuli presented in Newtonian view in Bradford (age: 28-48 years; all males); and five participants were tested with a 408 and a full-field flash ERG in Erlangen (age: 28-60 years; one female and four males). The pupil of the tested eye was dilated with tropicamide 0.5% (Bausch & Lomb UK, Ltd., Kingston, UK), and pupil diameter was at least 8 mm for all participants during data collection.
Stimulus Generators
The experiments with white noise stimuli were performed in the laboratories of authors: AJZ and BF in Brisbane (Australia) and DM in Bradford (UK). Flash ERG recordings were performed in the laboratory of JK in Erlangen (Germany). The most important recording conditions in the different labs are summarized in Table 1 . In this collaborative project, we employed the optimal conditions and settings to match the recording procedures in each laboratory, which are largely standardized. The main difference was that in Brisbane, 39.38 diameter TWN stimuli were used, and while these closely matched the laboratory conditions in Erlangen (408 diameter), the TWN stimulus was presented in full-field (Ganzfeld) stimulator in Bradford. The flash ERGs recorded in Erlangen were also obtained with full-field stimuli. The stimuli were generated using radiometric and photometrically calibrated multiple primary optical systems. These were specified with reference to the 108 standard Commission Internationale de l'Eclairage (CIE) colorimetric observer (see Ref. 17 for review) to modulate luminance and thus probe ERG responses that accompany activity of the photoreceptor inputs into the inferred magnocellular pathway. The Maxwellian view stimulator in Brisbane was based on a custom-built one-channel optical system. 18 The systems in Bradford and Erlangen used Ganzfeld bowls presented in Newtonian view (in Erlangen: Q450SC; Roland Consult, Brandenburg, Germany; in Bradford: Espion; Diagnosys, Cambridge, UK). All stimuli were produced with narrow-band light-emitting diodes. The spectral outputs of the white adapting lights may differ between the laboratories, but it is expected that this does not have a large effect on the measured responses because all stimuli used isochromatic luminance modulation. The flash ERG paradigm was matched to the mean adaptation level of the white noise paradigm. While these different stimulus setups may introduce differences in amplitudes and implicit times, we would like to emphasize that for comparison between the TWN and flash ERG, the waveforms are described qualitatively and given in arbitrary units. We also evaluated their responses to changing contrast and illuminance.
Electroretinograms
The ERG recording procedures have been described in detail elsewhere. [18] [19] [20] Similar recording settings were used in all laboratories. Briefly, continuous ERGs were recorded from one eye in all participants with an active fiber electrode placed 
TWN and the IRF
The TWN stimulus has the property that the amplitude in the frequency domain is equal for all temporal frequencies. The TWN stimuli were therefore generated in the frequency domain by assigning fixed amplitudes to all frequencies between 0 and 512 Hz and a randomly varying phase (08-3608). It is assumed that higher temporal frequencies are outside the response range of the retina 21 and do not elicit measurable ERG responses. The inverse fast Fourier transform resulted in 1024 luminances at time intervals that were evenly distributed within a 1-second window (in Brisbane, resulting in 0.9766 ms between each renewal of the luminance, 22 and 512 luminances in a 512-ms window in Bradford, that is, a 1-ms interval between time stamps). In the time domain, this resulted in each case in randomly varied luminances that had a Gaussian distribution around the mean luminance. The TWN stimuli were presented in 1-second epochs separated by a 1-ms blank interval and repeated 160 times during each 160-second recording sequence (Brisbane laboratory). The purpose of the 1-ms blank interval is to decorrelate the ERG signal from the line frequency to increase the SNR. 18 Responses to 40 to 160 repetitions of the 512-ms stimulus periods were recorded and averaged (Bradford laboratory). Decorrelation was obtained by using 512-ms epochs. To avoid onset artifacts, the responses to the first two stimulus cycles were discarded.
In both laboratories (Brisbane and Bradford), the ERG to TWN stimuli were measured under steady light-adaptation conditions spanning mesopic and photopic light levels: Brisbane: 0.21 cd.m À2 (10 td with an 8-mm diameter pupil), 4.12 (207), 41 (20,106 td) . Noise contrast was defined as Michelson contrast (C) using the maximal and minimal luminances in the stimulus
Observers were light-adapted to the photopic conditions for at least 3 minutes before testing, and between 15 and 30 minutes for the mesopic conditions.
All signal processing was conducted using customwritten Matlab software (R2012a; Mathworks, Natick, MA) and spreadsheets (Excel; Microsoft, Bellvue, WA). After artifact rejection, the data from Brisbane were interpolated to obtain 1024 points per time segment, and the IRF was derived from a crosscorrelation between the ERG recording and the TWN stimulus. The data in Bradford were analyzed without preprocessing. In a control experiment, we generated .100 different random phase samples, and there was no difference in the estimated IRF using any of these different TWN stimuli because the power spectral density was constant for all stimuli. Furthermore, we calculated the cross-correlation between a response and a noncorresponding TWN stimulus. This resulted in no or negligibly small IRFs.
Flash Electroretinograms
The flash ERG paradigm (Erlangen laboratory) was matched as closely as possible to the mean adaptation level of the white noise paradigm (Brisbane and Bradford laboratories). Because the standard flash ERG is typically measured to stimuli ( 5-ms duration) of varying strength from a dark or standardized background 3 , to generate a set of flash ERG conditions more comparable to the TWN data measured under steady light adaptation, we measured the flash ERG in response to a 5-ms pulse that was periodically repeated every 1000 ms and that was set against a steady adapting field (25 cd.m À2 and 100 cd.m À2 ) (see Fig. 6 ). The 1000-ms interflash interval was determined to be of sufficient duration to prevent carryover effects of successive flashes on the ERG waveform. Flash strengths were 2 cd.s.m À2 for both adapting backgrounds. In addition, a 6.3-cd.s.m À2 flash was displayed on the 100-cd.m À2 background. Assuming that the retinal adaptation mechanism integrates over a time window that is longer than the 1-second interstimulus interval used in this recording, the adaptation to the flash is similar to a continuous light, with the energy of the flash spread over the whole recording period. Therefore, we supposed that the flash gives an additional 2.0 or 6.3 cd.m À2 mean luminance, resulting in effective mean luminances of 27, 102, and 106.3 cd.m À2 . Assuming a pupil diameter of 8 mm, the effective mean retinal illuminances were approximately 1350, 5130, and 5340 td, respectively. The flash ERG data were the average of at least 20 cycles.
It is important to reemphasize that a comparison between TWN and flash responses are only possible on a qualitative level. TWN stimuli are modulations around a mean adaptation level, whereas the flash stimuli are incremental steps above the adaptation level. The stimulus strength of the former can be expressed in Michelson contrast, whereas the latter should be expressed as a Weber fraction. As a result, with the TWN the mean retinal illuminance is constant for all stimulus contrasts, whereas with flashes the state of adaptation may change with flash strength and frequency. Adaptation is an inherent nonlinearity of the retina and the visual system. Furthermore, the TWN analysis returns the IRF, which is the linear approximation of the ERG response to a Dirac delta function (i.e., infinitely short, infinitely intense, and unit integral of intensity over time). The flash ERG is the measured response to a physical flash and includes many nonlinearities. The comparison of responses to flashes and to TWN stimuli allows for the identification of these nonlinearities.
Results

IRFs of the wnERGs
The wnERG response to 40 sweeps of the 512-ms temporal white noise is highly reproducible (Figs. 1A,  1B) . To estimate the IRF, the average of the two ERG responses (Fig. 1B) was cross-correlated with the TWN (Fig. 1A) stimulus according to
in which L is the period length, R(t) is the measured response, and S(t) is the TWN stimulus. The integral was approximated by using the measured potentials at each time interval (1 ms apart):
where N is the number of time stamps and Dt is the time between two time stamps. The resultant linear (Fig. 1C ) calculated in 1-ms steps has an initial negative wave (N1) followed by a positive deflection (P1) and resembles the well-known flash ERG (compare with the flash ERG responses displayed below; see Fig. 6 ). Furthermore, a second negativity, comparable to the PhNR of the flash ERG, can be observed. However, there are also clear differences with the flash ERG, such as the absence of potentials that are comparable with the oscillatory potentials (OPs). We refrained from using the a-and b-wave descriptors for the wnERG because the physiological origin of these components has not been established. Note that the cross-correlation between stimulus and response is also used in calculating mfERG responses. mfERGs give responses for different spatial locations, whereas the wnERGs presented here do not give spatial information. The second difference is that in most mfERG paradigms the stimulus is binary, with the light either being off or having the maximal intensity, whereas the TWN stimulus is Gaussian distributed around the mean luminance. The local responses in the mfERG recordings therefore resemble the flash ERG. 16, 23 We show below that IRFs obtained with the wnERGs may differ from the flash ERG.
IRF(s)
The IRFs derived from the cross-correlation between the ERG response and TWN stimulus for one participant for the 39.38 diameter (Fig. 2) and one participant for the full-field (Ganzfeld) stimuli (Fig. 3) show similar IRF waveforms and similar trends in latency and amplitude in response to varying contrast and illuminance. The group data for the 39.38 diameter stimulus are shown Figure 4 . The IRFs obtained with the 39.38 stimulus become smaller when the contrasts decrease, thereby validating the method (Fig. 2) . At the lowest contrast (8%), the responses are small but clearly measurable. Furthermore, it can be seen that the waveform of the IRF changes in the low mesopic range: At about 10 td, the first a-wave-like (N1) deflection is small, whereas the b-wave-like positivity (P1) is markedly delayed, indicative for intrusion of rod-driven responses. The retinal illuminances at which this component is delayed is comparable to those resulting in delayed b-waves in the flash ERG. 3 The full-field recordings with different contrasts were performed only at a retinal illuminance of 5025 td (100 cd.m À2 luminance; Fig. 3 ). In agreement with the responses to the 39.38 stimuli, a contrast decrease leads to a decrease in response amplitude. Furthermore, the delay in the b-wave-like component at low retinal illuminances can also be observed.
The responses obtained with full fields resemble those with the 39.38 stimuli, except the PhNR-like component is substantially smaller and narrower. Relatively larger PhNRs with spatially restricted stimuli were also found previously when using rapid-on and rapid-off temporal stimulus profiles. We conclude that the resultant IRFs obtained with TWN stimuli superficially resemble those of the flash ERG and display features that can be expected from a truly physiological response, such as a positive correlation between stimulus contrast and response amplitude and increasing delays of the b-wave homologue at mesopic conditions. To quantify the relationship between TWN contrast and retinal illuminance (Brisbane laboratory), the average implicit times and amplitudes from five observers are shown in Figure 4 as a function of noise contrast (Figs. 4A, 4B, 4D, 4E ) and retinal illuminance at 40% Michelson noise contrast (Figs. 4C, 4F) . The N1 (a-wave-like component) implicit times (mean ¼ 15.7 ms 6 1.6 SEM) are relatively constant with varying contrast (Fig. 4A ) and adaptation level (Fig. 4E) , whereas the P1 (b-wave-like component) implicit time was shorter in photopic illumination (!2,071 td: mean ¼ 35.7 6 2.5 ms) than mesopic illumination, for which it became progressively longer with decreasing illumination (207 td: mean ¼ 61.2 6 3.6 ms; 10 td: mean ¼ 69.4 6 3.1 ms) independently of noise contrast (Figs. 4B-C) . The amplitudes of the two IRF components depend approximately linearly on stimulus contrast; N1 amplitudes show a linear decrease with increasing stimulus contrast (r 2 range, 0.45-0.91), whereas the N1P1 amplitudes show the opposite relationship (r 2 range, 0.70-0.92). At 20% noise contrast, the wnERG was recordable for only one out of five observers (the data for this one observer follow the trends of the average data, but were not included in Fig. 6 ), and the range of stimulus contrast over which the wnERG was measureable decreased with decreasing illumination. Figure 5 displays the implicit times (left column) and amplitudes (right column) of the same components of the full-field (Ganzfeld) data (Bradford laboratory) as for the 39.38 focal stimulus (Brisbane laboratory, Fig. 4 ). In line with the 39.38 data, the implicit times do not change with contrast (l ¼ 13.8 ms 6 1.1 SEM), whereas the amplitudes depend linearly on stimulus contrast. The lower plots show the data for the 100% contrast responses as a function of mean retinal illuminance (Figs. 5C, 5F ). In agreement with the data obtained with the 39.38 stimuli, the implicit times (l ¼ 24.3 ms 6 0.3 SEM) are constant down to a retinal illuminance of about 500 td, below which they increase substantially (500 td: l ¼ 33.0 ms 6 2.0 SEM; 5 td: 60.0 ms 6 7.5 SEM). Furthermore, the amplitudes decrease more strongly below 500 td. These data are indicative for a transition between rod and cone-driven responses. Figure 6 shows that typical flash ERG recordings from the Erlangen laboratory measured using both a 408 diameter and full-field (Ganzfeld) stimuli have clear a-and b-waves and are superficially similar to the IRFs obtained with the TWN method (Figs. 2, 3) . Importantly, OPs can also be observed, and the PhNRs are similar to those observed in the full-field IRFs (Fig. 3) but are smaller than those seen in the 39.38 IRFs (Fig. 2) . Table 2 summarizes (means 6 SD) the amplitudes (lV) and implicit times (ms) of the a-wave (N1) and bwave (N1P1) components of the flash ERGs obtained from five participants. The responses to the 408 flashes are smaller than responses to the full-field stimuli. Overall, the a-waves were between a factor of 
Flash ERGs
Signal Distribution of the wnERG
By definition the TWN stimulus has a Gaussian luminance distribution. The wnERG (Fig. 1B) is also a stochastic signal for which the distribution can be derived using the general principles of signal generation. 12 Therefore, the range of ERG voltages were separated into about 30 bins of equal size, and the number of occurrences within these bins was counted. The distributions of the wnERG from a representative subject (Bradford laboratory) are shown for measurements with 100% contrast stimuli at different luminances and for different contrasts at a 100 cd.m À2 mean luminance (Fig. 7) . The distribution histograms were fitted with Gaussians, of which the mean (l) and the standard deviation (r) were free parameters. Two effects can be observed: (1) The distributions become narrower as luminance or contrast decreases, and thus the responses become smaller; this finding is trivial because the smaller deflections cause a concentration of voltage around the mean. (2) As contrast and particularly luminance decrease, the means of the fitted distributions (i.e., the estimate of the mean voltage) decrease (i.e., the distribution shifts toward lower voltages). This effect is generally present across the three participants in this experiment, as indicated by the positive correlations between the mean voltage on the one hand and mean luminance and contrast on the other (Fig. 8) . The latter effect indicates that when response amplitudes increase, the increase in electrode positive deflections are larger than the electrode negative deflections.
Discussion
The temporal wnERG paradigm provides an alternate approach to measuring the electrical potential of the eye in response to a flash of light.
1,2 From the cross-correlation between TWN stimuli and the wnERG responses that are elicited by these stimuli, the IRFs are obtained (Fig. 1) . The IRFs resemble a waveform similar to the flash ERGs: They contain aand b-wave-like negative and positive deflections and PhNR-like components.
Differences can be expected between the flash ERG and the IRFs from the wnERG. The latter can be regarded as the linear approximation of the response to a stimulus described by a Dirac delta function (because this function has unity integral, the IRF and the measured response are identical), which in turn is approximated by the flash stimulus in ERG recordings. Therefore, the comparison of IRF from the wnERG with the flash ERG may give additional information on the cellular contributions to the ERG.
The initial corneal negative a-wave of the flash ERG originates from hyperpolarization of rod and cone photoreceptors in response to light and from activity in OFF-bipolar cells 25 (for review see Ref. 26) . A-wave amplitudes follow a Naka-Rushton relationship with increasing flash energy, 19 whereas IRF N1 amplitudes increase linearly with TWN contrast over the measured stimulus range (Figs. 4D,  5D ), indicating that the response is relatively more linear compared to the flash ERG response. Times to peak of the flash ERG a-wave vary between about 15 and 20 ms, becoming faster with increasing stimulus energy (À1.75 to 3.0 log cd.s.m 2 ), 19 whereas the wnERG is robust. While rod and cone photoreceptor contributions to the flash ERG must be extracted from flash ERGs recorded to different stimulus wavelengths and irradiances (e.g., photometrically matched long-and short-wavelength flashes under light-and dark-adapted conditions 27, 28 or through changes in the timing of successive flashes 29 ), the wnERG paradigm can isolate outer retinal photoreceptors by changing the adaptation level; scotopic illumination would be required to measure a rod wnERG. Recently, it was found that rod-driven ERG responses can also be obtained reliably at retinal illuminances up to about 400 td, without the need for extensive dark adaptations. 30, 31 It is possible that the wnERG in combination with the rod-isolating silent substitution is a method to efficiently obtain roddriven IRFs. The corneal positive b-wave of the flash ERG is thought to involve ON-and OFF-bipolar cells [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] and transretinal currents that depolarize Muller cells. 4, 39 Higher stimulus energies produce greater bwave amplitudes and shorter implicit times, 40 lightadapted photopic b-wave implicit times are approximately 30 to 32 ms, about two times faster than darkadapted implicit times (approximately 60 ms) but with a 4-fold smaller amplitude. The dark-adapted flash ERG, however, reflects mixed rod and cone responses that depend on flash strength. Here we infer that for all measured adaptation levels, the IRF of the wnERG is dominated by cone signaling, and therefore the shortening P1 implicit time with increasing Fig. 7 ) as a function of mean luminance (left: fixed 100% contrast) and of TWN contrast (right: at a mean luminance of 100 cd.m À2 ) for three participants (Bradford laboratory). The circles show the data for the representative participant from Figure 7 . The 100% contrast measurements were also performed at several luminances between 10 and 100 cd.m À2 for one participant (triangular symbols).
illumination (69.4-15.7 ms) may reflect changes in the time constants of post-receptoral processes, such as bipolar cells and rod-cone interactions that delay the time to peak of the cone pathway IRF. 41 While we anticipate that the physiological substrate of the IRFs from the wnERG will show commonalities with the flash ERG and involve photoreceptors and bipolar cells to test hypotheses, primate and rodent models will be necessary, as have been successfully used with flash ERG. 6 The absence of the OPs on the ascending limb of the N1P1 is a distinct point of differentiation between the IRF from the wnERG and the flash ERG (compare Figs. 2 and 3 with Fig. 6 ). This is possibly caused by the fact that energy is spread over the whole recording time, whereas with flashes, the energy is concentrated within a short amount of time. Indeed, the OPs manifest in the flash ERG at 100 to 160 Hz 42 and when strong flashes are presented (the threshold for OP responses are stimulus intensities 2.5-3 log units higher than those for b-wave thresholds 5 ). OPs are thought to originate in the inner plexiform layer 43, 44 and involve negative feedback pathways between bipolar cells, amacrine cells, and ganglion cells. We propose that OPs are an indication of retinal responses to stimulus aspects that are beyond the range encountered in natural scenes and may therefore represent stressed retinal responses. We do not suggest that the OPs do not reflect a physiological mechanism and are meaningless for studying the physiological integrity of the retina. Our inference implies that the OPs were not present in the IRFs of the wnERG because the energy distributions of the temporal white noise stimuli more closely approximate the operating conditions of the retina in natural viewing.
A further aspect that is fundamentally different with wnERGs is the linear relationship between the IRF amplitudes and the stimulus contrast. This is in stark difference to the nonlinear and even nonmonotonic relationship between a-and b-wave amplitude and flash strength in the flash ERG. The presence of the so-called photopic hill in the flash ERGs 35, 45, 46 is another result of the nonlinear behavior of the ERG in response to flashes possibly caused by the compression of stimulus energy. Here we reemphasize that stimulus strength is expressed in different terms in the flash ERG and the wnERG. The TWN stimuli are maximally 100% contrast so that the luminance output can at no time exceed twice the mean output. Flashes can theoretically be infinitely strong. The photopic hill indeed appears with flash strengths of about 0.5 log cd.s.m À2 , 47 which corresponds to at least 600 cd.m À2 (as the ISCEV recommends maximum stimulus durations of 5 ms for the flash ERG). If the background is 30 cd.m À2 , as is recommended by the ISCEV for photopic stimulus conditions, then the ratio between stimulus and background is at least 21 ([600 þ 30]/30) to be able to observe the photopic hill. This exceeds the maximal ratio of the TWN stimulus by more than a factor of 10.
An important feature of the TWN analysis is that stimulus strength (expressed in terms of contrast) can be varied independently from the mean retinal illuminance and thus the state of adaptation, whereas with flashes they are confounded. The spectral density of the temporal white noise stimulus may also provide a practical alternative for quantifying its strength. Therefore, Figures 4 and 5 display the effects of one variant on the responses. Such graphs cannot be obtained with flash ERGs. The definition of the mesopic range on the basis of the IRF is then fairly straightforward, and the TWN stimulus will allow for parallel exploration of the rod; L-, M-, and S-cone photoreceptor signaling; and postreceptoral magnocellular, parvocellular, and koniocellular pathway processing with multiprimary optical systems, 41, [48] [49] [50] whereas the single flash ERG on a dark background cannot produce photoreceptor isolation to probe postreceptoral processing. Alternate flash paradigms (e.g., twin flash 29 ) are then required to separate rod and cone photoreceptor contributions to the IRF but are measured under different states of light adaptation that frustrates direct comparisons of their temporal characteristics. With such pathway-specific selectivity, there will be obvious benefits of the TWN stimulus for clinical studies evaluating hypotheses related to cellular redundancy to understand the effects of disease on specific pathways. Moreover, the IRF from the wnERG has a high SNR when compared to the measurement recorded in the absence of a stimulus because the wnERG utilizes the entire recording period. Thus, even though the absolute responses to the white noise stimuli are smaller than those in the flash ERGs, the SNR of the IRFs are similar, and responses that were clearly above noise could be obtained with the TWN recordings at contrasts as low as 8%.
Apart from the IRFs, the voltage distributions of the wnERGs are a further analysis method that may offer additional parameters to study the retina. Insights into the component waveforms of the flash ERG have also been provided through time-frequen-cy analyses with discrete wavelet transforms. 37, 38, 51 In a purely linear system, the voltage distributions are expected to be Gaussian. Instead, we found that the means of the fitted Gaussians shifted with changing luminance and contrast. These shifts were unexpected because low temporal frequency components, for instance caused by drift, were suppressed by using appropriate filters. It was therefore expected that the means would all be close to 0 lV. The presence of the shift toward positive values at high stimulus contrasts or luminances suggests that positive deflections are favored at high response outputs. These results may point to nonlinearities in the ERG-generating mechanisms, for example, accelerating nonlinearities explaining a facilitation of positive deflections and/or thresholding for the inhibition of negative deflections. However, these nonlinearities are much more subtle than those involved in the generation of the flash ERG.
The wnERG offers new perspectives and additions to the conventional ISCEV flash ERG protocol widely used in human and animal basic and clinical electrophysiology to objectively quantify retinal function. The strongest flash ERG can be inconvenient for a dark-adapted participant and cause blink artifacts. This additionally highlights that flashes are stimulus conditions that are outside the normal modus operandi for the retina. The TWN stimulus minimizes this inconvenience for the observer, thereby limiting the intrusion of these artifacts. Because the entire recording period is used in processing the wnERG, the information for the entire recorded sequence returns a high SNR that can be used to study changes in intrinsic noise in people with retinal disease. 19 In conclusion, the IRFs obtained with the TWN analyses from multiple laboratories using different recording systems, viewing (full-field and focal stimulation), and light-adaptation conditions, validate the technique and demonstrates it is easily translated to new sites for clinical and basic science investigations as a convenient, accurate, and visually relevant manner to study the physiology and pathophysiology of the retina.
